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Abstract: Variations in the hydrogen bond network of the Oxy-1.5 DNA guanine quadruplex have been
monitored by trans-H-bond scalar couplings, h2JN2N7, for Na+-, K+-, and NH4

+-bound forms over a temperature
range from 5 to 55 °C. The variations in h2JN2N7 couplings exhibit an overall trend of Na+ > K+ > NH4

+ and
correlate with the different cation positions and N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond lengths in the respective structures.
A global weakening of the h2JN2N7 couplings with increasing temperature for the three DNA quadruplex
species is accompanied by a global increase of the acceptor 15N7 chemical shifts. Above 35 °C, spectral
heterogeneity indicates thermal denaturation for the Na+-bound form, whereas spectral homogeneity persists
up to 55 °C for the K+- and NH4

+-coordinated forms. The average relative change of the h2JN2N7 couplings
amounts to ∼0.8 × 10-3/K and is thus considerably smaller than respective values reported for nucleic
acid duplexes. The significantly higher thermal stability of H-bond geometries in the DNA quadruplexes
can be rationalized by their cation coordination of the G-quartets and the extensive H-bond network between
the four strands. A detailed analysis of individual h2JN2N7 couplings reveals that the 5′ strand end, comprising
base pairs G1-G9* and G4*-G1, is the most thermolabile region of the DNA quadruplex in all three cation-
bound forms.

Introduction

Hydrogen bond networks are of central importance in the
folding and stability of macromolecules. Recent developments
in NMR have made it possible to detect the presence of
hydrogen bonds via measurement of electron-mediated scalar
couplings between magnetic nuclei on both sides of a hydrogen
bond (H-bond) in a wide range of biomacromolecules1-12 and
smaller chemical compounds.13-15 Such H-bond scalar couplings

(HBCs) can be used to directly identify individual H-bond
partners within biological macromolecules by simple COSY
experiments. In particular, for nucleic acids, the substantialh2JNN

couplings (i.e., 5-11 Hz)1,2,16in the abundant N-H‚‚‚N H-bond
moiety provide valuable structural information.1,11,16 Experi-
mental and quantum chemical studies have shown that the size
of the H-bond scalar couplings depends strongly on the H-bond
geometry, in particular, the H-bond distance, for which an
approximately exponential decay is observed.5,17,18 Conse-
quently, variations in the HBCs can be used as an indicator of
changes in H-bond geometry in various situations, such as ligand
binding,19 temperature and pressure variations,20-23 peptide
folding,24 and redox reactions.25

In the present study, we have applied a similar approach to
characterize the ion-dependence and temperature stability of the
H-bond network in the guanine quartets (G-quartets)26 of a DNA
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quadruplex, which is formed by aC2-symmetric dimer of the
oligonucleotide d(G4T4G4) (Oxy-1.5) (Figure 1). The Oxy-1.5
quadruplex contains the repeat sequence d(T4G4) found in the
telomeres of the protozoanOxytricha noVa. Quadruplexes that
form from such telomere repeats and in other regions of the
genome may play important biological roles27-31 and require
monovalent or small divalent cations for the preservation of
structural integrity. Structures of the sodium32,33and potassium34

bound forms of Oxy-1.5 quadruplex have been solved by
solution NMR and agree with more recent crystal structures.35,36

Both cation-bound forms have the same folding topology, where

the 16-guanine bases of the two monomers build a central core
of four stacked hydrogen-bonded guanine quartets, and the
thymines of each monomer form ordered loops connecting
diagonally opposed corners of the bottom and top G-quartets.
NMR studies have indicated that the ammonium ion-bound form
of the Oxy-1.5 quadruplex has a similar structure to the
potassium form.34

The monovalent cation positions as well as details of the loop
conformations differ between the sodium and potassium qua-
druplex structures (Figure 1B). In the crystal structure of the
K+ form of Oxy-1.5 (PDB entry 1JPQ) solved to 1.5 Å
resolution five equally spaced ions are observed:36 three
potassium ions are embedded between the planes of the quartets,
and two are coordinated within each thymine loop. The binding
sites for the centrally placed K+ ions agree with NMR results
on the NH4

+ form.34 However, no NH4+ binding sites could be
detected by NMR in the thymine loops, indicating either that
NH4

+ ions do not coordinate in the loops in solution or that the
relative affinity is lower in the loops than between the quartets.
In the crystal structure of the Na+ form of Oxy-1.5 solved to
1.9 Å resolution (PDB entry 1JB7) four ions are observed:35

two central Na+ ions are nearly coplanar with the central
guanosine quartets, and the outer two Na+ ions are positioned
just above the planes of the outer quartets and toward the
thymine loops. The inner Na+ ions are coordinated by the inner
quartet guanosine carbonyl oxygens, whereas34 the two outer
Na+ ions are in addition coordinated by the thymine O2 atoms,
thereby providing conformational stability to the thymine loops.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic structure of the Oxy-1.5 DNA quadruplex formed by two d(G4T4G4) strands. The arrows indicate the strand direction, andsynand
anti guanine nucleotides are shaded and white rectangles, respectively. The thymines form the diagonal loops that span the end quartets. Residue numbers
marked with an asterisk represent the second strand. (B) Position of monovalent cations in the DNA quadruplexes. The smaller Na+ ion coordinates within
the planes of the G-quartets, whereas the larger K+ and NH4

+ ions are sandwiched symmetrically between two planes of G-quartets. Coordination in all
DNA quadruplex species involves the O6 of the guanine base, which points toward the central cavity occupied by the monovalent cations. In the crystal
structure of the K+-bound Oxy-1.5 DNA quadruplex,36 cations are observed to also coordinate in the thymine loops. (C) Chemical structure of the inner and
outer G-quartets. Double-headed arrows represent the magnetization pathway of the quantitativeJNN constant-time spin-echo difference experiment used
for the observation ofh2JN2N7 trans-H-bond scalar couplings. The black filled circle in the center of the G-quartets represents the position of the cation.
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The observed differences in the coordination positions of the
K+ (and NH4

+) and Na+ ions are attributed to the different ionic
radii of the ions.37,38The smaller Na+ ion is capable of residing
within the plane of a G-quartet, whereas the larger K+ and NH4

+

ions coordinate between two G-quartets. Further, the Na+ ion
is less constrained by steric clashes than K+ and NH4

+ and can
occupy a range of positions that reduce electrostatic repulsion
between the adjacent ions. Thermodynamic studies examining
ion selectivity of the DNA quadruplex have shown that the K+

ion rather than the Na+ ion is preferred.39 Apparently, the
preference of K+ over Na+ is primarily due to the greater cost
of Na+ dehydration with respect to K+, whereas the intrinsic
free energy of Na+ binding by G-quartets is more favorable
than that of K+.39,40 NMR experiments have shown that NH4

+

ions move between the G-quartet layers and out into solution,
thus indicating that all ions probably shuttle to and from the
ion binding sites.41

Although NMR NOE cross-peak patterns are very similar for
the Na+ and K+ forms of the Oxy-1.5 quadruplex,34 large chem-
ical shift differences between the two forms for many of the
resonances clearly indicate subtle differences in the arrangement
of the guanine bases and the spacing between the G-quartets.
Each of the four G-quartets contains four N1-H1‚‚‚O6dC6
and four N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds (Figure 1). We have shown
previously that the N1-H1‚‚‚O6dC6 H-bonds can be detected
by the small (∼0.2 Hz) h3JN1C6′ couplings, whereas the N2-
H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds are detectable by the larger (∼7 Hz) h2JN2N7

couplings.42

In an effort to understand the influence of the monovalent
cations on the Oxy-1.5 quadruplex structure and stability, we
have carried out a systematic quantitative analysis of theh2JN2N7

couplings in the Na+, K+, and NH4
+ forms of the Oxy-1.5

quadruplex over a temperature range of 5-55 °C. The observed
variations inh2JN2N7 couplings between DNA quadruplex species
reflect genuine structural differences in H-bond geometry. In
particular, the generally larger sizes of theh2JN2N7 couplings
for the Na+-bound Oxy-1.5 quadruplex are attributed to the
different coordination position of the Na+ versus K+/NH4

+ ions
in the structures. The results show an overall weakening of the
h2JN2N7 couplings with increasing temperature, accompanied by
an increase in the corresponding acceptor15N7 chemical shifts.
Above 35°C, heterogeneity in the NMR spectra of the Na+-
bound DNA quadruplex indicated a melting of this species,
whereas homogeneity is preserved up to 55°C for the K+- and
NH4

+-coordinated DNA quadruplexes. The largest relative
decrease with temperature inh2JN2N7 couplings for the DNA
quadruplexes, and thus the most thermolabile region, was
identified to be the 5′ strand end constituting the G4*-G1, G1-
G9*, and G10*-G2 H-bonds. The temperature dependence of
h2JN2N7 couplings indicates a significantly higher thermal stability
of the DNA quadruplexes compared to that of nucleic acid
duplexes.

Results and Discussion

Experimental Approach used to Measureh2JNN Couplings.
The present study of Oxy-1.5 DNA covers a wide temperature
range, and significant exchange broadening of amino donor
resonances occurs at elevated temperatures. In this case,
conventional donor-acceptor out-and-back experiments, such
as the H2(N2)N7-COSY,7,42cannot be used for the quantitation
of the h2JNN couplings. An elegant approach to observeh2JNN

correlations despite the broadening of the donor resonances was
proposed by Majumdar et al.,43 where magnetization is excited
on a nonexchanging proton H in the vicinity of the acceptor
nitrogen Na and is then transferred in an out-and-back manner
by a direct coupling from H to Na and then byh2JNN to the
donor Nd. Using a similar approach, all eight N2-H2‚‚‚N7
H-bonds in the K+-, Na+-, or NH4

+-loaded forms of Oxy-1.5
DNA could be observed as H8-(N7‚‚‚N2) correlations with
detection of the respective donor and acceptor15N frequencies
(data not shown). However, due to the extended magnetization
transfer delays, sensitivity and therefore precision of the derived
h2JNN values was limited.

A more sensitive approach consists of a simpler constant-
time spin-echo (CTSE) difference method44 that was previously
used for the quantification ofh2JNN couplings in an A-A
mismatch base pair.45 The pulse scheme presented in Figure 2
is a modification of this experiment for the quantification of
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Figure 2. Pulse sequence of the quantitativeJNN constant-time spin-echo
difference experiment. Narrow and wide pulses correspond to flip angles
of 90 and 180°, respectively, and all pulse phases arex unless specified.
Carrier positions are1H2O (1H) and 135 ppm (13C). The15N carrier was
placed in the center of the15N7 region (232 ppm) until pointa in the
sequence, when it was switched to the center of the15N2 region (82 ppm),
and then switched back to 232 ppm at pointb. All regular 1H, 15N, and13C
pulses are applied at RF field strengths of 31, 1.25, and 16.7 kHz,
respectively. Rectangular low-power1H pulses are applied usingγHB1/2π
) 200 Hz, and the sine-bell shaped 90°-x pulse has a duration of 3.3 ms.
The shaped15N7 180° pulses applied at the midpoint of each INEPT transfer
period and during the 2T period have the shape of the center lobe of a
(sinx)/x function with durations of 300 and 600µs, respectively. The shaped
15N2 180° pulse applied during 2T has a G346 amplitude profile, with a
duration of 1.65 ms, corresponding to an inversion bandwidth of(13 ppm.
The positions of the filled and open15N2 inversion pulses correspond to
the experiments where theh2JNN coupling is active and inactive, respectively.
WALTZ (γNB3/2π ) 1.25 kHz) and GARP decoupling (γCB2/2π ) 3.3
kHz) were applied during acquisition on the15N and 13C channels,
respectively. Delay durations:δ ) 10 ms;T ) 25 ms. Phase cycling:φ1

) x, -x; φ2 ) 8(x), 8(-x); φ3 ) x, x, y, y, -x, -x, -y, -y; receiver) x,
-x, -x, x. Quadrature detection in thet1 period was achieved by
incrementingφ1 in the States-TPPI manner. Gradients are sine-bell shaped,
with absolute amplitude of 25 G/cm at their center and durations (polarities)
of G1,2,3,4,5) 2.8(-), 0.38(-), 3.0(+), 2.0(-), and 0.40(+) ms.
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h2JN7N2 couplings in the DNA quadruplex. Magnetization is
transferred in an out-and-back manner from the1H8 to the
15N7 nucleus whose chemical shift andh2JN7N2 coupling constant
are determined in the constant time interval 2T. Selective sinc
or G346 180° pulses are used for excitation of the15N7 and
15N2 nuclei in order to avoid undesirable loss of magnetization
due to the presence of the relatively large one-, two-, and three-
bond intranucleotide hetero- and homonuclear couplings.47 In
particular, the pulses avoid unwanted coupling between the
1H8 proton and the15N9 nitrogen during the 2δ periods and
provide selective transfer of magnetization across the H-bond
between the15N7 and the15N2 during the 2T period. The size
of the couplings is determined by recording a pair of1H-15N
CTSE spectra, with theh2JNN coupling active or inactive during
the constant time period 2T. This is achieved by altering the
position of the selective inversion pulses on15N2 between
positions a and b in Figure 2. As explained previously,44 the
value of h2JNN is given by acos((Iactive/I inactive))/(2πT), where
Iactive/Iinactiveis the ratio of the cross-peak intensities derived from
the two experiments.

Figure 3 shows the result of the CTSE difference experiment
for the K+ and Na+ Oxy-1.5 quadruplexes recorded at 5 and
35 °C. Weaker peak intensities are clearly observed in the
spectra recorded with thetrans-H-bond couplings active between
the donor N2 and acceptor N7 nuclei compared to the reference
spectra, where theh2JNN couplings are suppressed. This is
particularly apparent for the resonance arising for the acceptor
G9 N7 nucleus (G1-G9* H-bond) in the Na+ Oxy-1.5
quadruplex, where theh2JN2N7 coupling (see below) is signifi-
cantly stronger than all otherh2JN2N7 couplings, in close

agreement with the much shorter N-N distance observed in
the crystal structure.

Comparison of the Different Ionic Forms of Oxy-1.5 DNA.
Figure 4 shows a plot of theh2JN2N7 scalar couplings and the
acceptor15N7 chemical shift of the K+, Na+, and NH4

+ Oxy-
1.5 DNA quadruplexes measured at 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, and 55
°C along with the N2‚‚‚N7 distance (i.e., RN2‚‚‚N7) of the
H-bonds from the Na+-loaded35 and K+-loaded36 Oxy-1.5
quadruplex X-ray and NMR structures. The eighth2JN2N7 scalar
couplings correspond to a total of 16 N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds
since the two d(G4T4G4) monomers form aC2-symmetric
structure. The errors for theh2JNN couplings are derived from
the comparison of at least three datasets at each temperature
and indicate a reproducibility that was, in most cases, better
than 0.2 Hz, corresponding to a relative error in the coupling
constants of maximally 3%. Only a fewh2JN2N7 data points
recorded for Na+ Oxy-1.5 (in particular, G11-G10*) had larger
errors, which correlate with significantly weaker peak intensities
in the CTSE spectra. We attribute these intensity losses to
chemical exchange broadening (data not shown). Such chemical
exchange broadening is also observed in the G9*-G12 pair of
the K+-coordinated DNA quadruplex at 5 and 15°C, where
the h2JN2N7 correlations were below the detection limit in both
the attenuated and reference CTSEh2JNN spectra.

All the observedh2JN2N7 couplings of the different ionic forms
of Oxy-1.5 (Figure 4) range between 6 and 8 Hz and are very
similar to otherh2JNN couplings detected in various N-H‚‚‚N
H-bonds in duplex and triple-strand nucleic acids.1,16 In many
cases, the Na+-bound form has the largest couplings, whereas
K+- and NH4

+-bound forms have consecutively smaller cou-
plings. It was important to determine whether such differences,
which are on the order of 0.5 Hz, could be caused by direct
electronic effects from the cations on thetrans-H-bond cou-
plings. Theoretical calculations carried out on the G-quartets
bound to different monovalent cations indicate that such effects
are negligible.48 Thus, the observed differences inh2JN2N7

couplings between the different cation-bound forms of Oxy-
1.5 DNA appear to reflect true structural and possibly dynamical
differences in H-bond geometry. In particular, the larger size
of h2JN2N7 in the Na+-form indicates shorter N2‚‚‚N7 H-bond
distances. This correlates with the fact that the smaller Na+ ion
is located at the center of the G-quartet planes, whereas the
larger K+ and NH4

+ ions reside between the planes (see Figure
1). Apparently, the Na+ ion at the center of the G-quartets holds
the N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds of the guanosines more tightly
together than the K+ and NH4

+ ions.
This is particularly evident for the base pairs G1-G9* and

G11-G10*, whereh2JN2N7 values are larger by 0.5-1 Hz for
the Na+-bound form as compared to the values of the K+/NH4

+-
bound forms. Examination of the DNA quadruplex structure
shows that these two H-bonds are located in one corner of Oxy-
1.5 (Figure 1A). The smallerh2JN2N7 value for the G1-G9*
H-bond of the K+-bound form is in agreement with a signifi-
cantly longerRN2‚‚‚N7 observed in the crystal structure (2.78(
0.08 Å) versus the Na+-bound form (2.62( 0.03 Å) (Figure
4). Angular variations between both forms are expected to play
only a minor role since the H-bonds are rather straight and the
various H-bond angles in both structures have rather similar
values (data not shown). The larger G1-G9* h2JN2N7 coupling(46) Emsley, L.; Bodenhausen, G.Chem. Phys. Lett.1990, 165, 469-476.

(47) Ippel, J. H.; Wijmenga, S. S.; de Jong, R.; Heus, H. A.; Hilbers, C. W.; de
Vroom, E.; van der Marel, G. A.; van Boom, V. A.Magn. Reson. Chem.
1996, 34, S156-S176. (48) van Mourik, T.; Dingley, A. J.Chem.sEur. J. 2005, in press.

Figure 3. Overlay of a selected region of the CTSE difference experiment
recorded at 5 (black contours) and 35°C (gray contours) for the K+ (left)
and Na+ (right) Oxy-1.5 DNA quadruplexes. The top row represents the
reference experiment in which theh2JN2N7 coupling is inactive, whereas
the bottom row shows the attenuated spectra due to the activeh2JN2N7

coupling during the 2T period. Peaks are labeled with assignment informa-
tion in the reference spectra.
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constants in the Na+-bound form coincide with smaller values
of the acceptor G9*15N7 chemical shift values as compared to
the other ionic forms. DFT calculations18 have shown previously
that both smaller acceptor15N shifts and largerh2JNN couplings
are expected for shorter H-bonds because the decrease of the
N-N length leads to increased hydrogen/acceptor orbital overlap
and increased shielding of the acceptor nucleus. A similar
increase of theh2JN2N7 coupling and decrease of the15N7
chemical shift is observed for the G11-G10* base pair in the
Na+-bound form. However, this NMR evidence for a shorter
H-bond does not correspond to a clear trend for theRN2‚‚‚N7

distances in the crystal or solution structures35 (Figure 4). Thus,
this newh2JN2N7 coupling and15N7 shift evidence may indicate
a genuine structural difference between the Na+- and K+-bound
forms in solution, which was not picked up in the previous NMR
structure determinations due to the limited precision of NOE-
derived distances. The particularly strong H-bond coupling for
the G11-G10* N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond also coincides with the
fact that the G11 amino protons are the most slowly exchanging
(kex ∼ 1 week-1) of all the amino groups in the Na+-bound
form.49

A further genuine difference between solution and crystal
forms appears for the G9*-G12 base pair: theRN2‚‚‚N7 distance
in the crystal structure of the Na+-bound DNA quadruplex is
considerably longer (∼0.2 Å) than in the K+-coordinated form
(and also longer than for all other N-H‚‚‚H bonds of both
crystalline forms). Such an H-bond lengthening should cor-
respond to a decrease of about 2 Hz in theh2JNN coupling.18

Yet, the observedh2JN2N7 couplings are very similar (∼0.1 Hz)
in magnitude (Figure 4). In contrast to the crystal structure, the
averageRN2‚‚‚N7 distance derived from the NMR structures of
the Na+ DNA quadruplex is similar in value to theRN2‚‚‚N7

distance in the K+ DNA quadruplex structure. Thus, it is likely
that crystal packing effects and/or the co-crystallization of the
Na+ DNA quadruplex with the telomere end-binding protein35

have caused a deformation of the G9*-G12 base pair that is
not present in the solution structure. This conclusion is supported
by recent density functional theory calculations ofh2JN2N7

couplings, which severely underestimate theh2JN2N7 coupling
for the G9*-G12 base pair when using the geometric coordi-
nates of the G-quartets derived from the Na+ DNA quadruplex
crystal structure.48

No crystal structure is available for the NH4
+-bound form of

Oxy-1.5. However, NMR studies suggest that the coordination
of the NH4

+ cations in the Oxy-1.5 quadruplex is similar to
that observed for the K+-bound Oxy-1.5 quadruplex struc-
ture.34,41The majority of theh2JN2N7 couplings in the NH4+ form
are weaker than those in the Na+- and K+-coordinated DNA
quadruplexes. This could result from expansion of the base pairs
due to the G-quartets opening to accommodate the coordination
and movement of the slightly larger ionic radius of 1.43 Å for
the NH4

+ ion compared to the ionic radius of 1.33 Å for the
K+ ion. In addition to potential geometric factors influencing
the size of theh2JNN values, the impact of the coordinated NH4

+

ion to the electron density associated with the N2-H2‚‚‚N7
H-bond moieties may also influence the size of the electron-
mediatedh2JNN scalar couplings. Previous results41 indicate that
the NH4

+ moves significantly more slowly through the DNA
quadruplex than K+,41 and this may be due to H-bonding
between the guanosine carbonyl groups and the ammonium
protons. Such H-bonding could cause a weakening of the
electron density associated with the N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds and
reduce the magnitude of theh2JNN values. However, theoretical
calculations at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory using aC4h-
symmetric G-quartet model show that the presence of the(49) Smith, F. W.; Feigon, J.Biochemistry1993, 32, 8682-8692.

Figure 4. H-bond parameters of the Na+ (blue), K+ (red), and NH4+ (green) Oxy-1.5 DNA quadruplexes. Top rows: temperature dependence ofh2JNN

couplings and acceptor15N7 chemical shifts. For each H-bond, data are depicted in equidistant spacing from left to right for the six temperatures of 5, 15,
25, 35, 45, and 55°C. The h2JNN correlation for the G11-G10* H-bond in the Na+-coordinated DNA quadruplex at 5°C was only observable in the
reference CTSE spectra. As previously described,16 an upper limit for thish2JNN coupling was derived from the ratio of the lowest plotted contour level in
the attenuated spectrum relative to the peak height in the reference spectrum. Bottom row: H-bond N2‚‚‚N7 lengths derived from the Na+ and K+ Oxy-1.5
DNA quadruplex crystal structures (closed circles) and the average (with standard deviations) of the 10 lowest energy NMR structures (open circles)for the
outer and inner G-quartets.
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NH4
+ ion has no significant influence on the size of theh2JNN

couplings (data not shown) and causes only small decreases in
the absolute size of theh3JNC′ and1JN1H1 couplings, presumably
due to a decrease of electron density in the N1-H1‚‚‚O6dC6
and N1-H1 moieties. Consequently, the observation of weaker
h2JNN couplings cannot be attributed to a direct electronic effect
by the NH4

+ ions and is most likely caused by an expansion of
the DNA quadruplex to allow movement of the NH4

+ ions
through the central cavity.

Temperature Dependence. A. General Behavior of Na+-,
K+-, NH4

+-Bound Forms. Above 35°C, significant hetero-
geneity was observed in the quantitativeJNN CTSE spectra
recorded on the Na+ Oxy-1.5 DNA quadruplex, thus making
the quantitative analysis of theh2JN2N7 couplings at 45 and 55
°C very difficult (data not shown). The analysis was therefore
restricted to the range between 5 and 35°C. The spectral
heterogeneity above 35°C indicates that the Na+ Oxy-1.5 DNA
quadruplex melts between 35 and 45°C. This finding agrees
with circular dichroism studies on the Na+-bound form of
Oxytricha noVa DNA quadruplex (i.e., d(T4G4)) in which a
melting temperature of∼40 °C was found.50 In contrast to the
Na+-bound quadruplex, spectral homogeneity for the K+- and
NH4

+-coordinated quadruplexes persists up to 55°C. This is
in agreement with previous thermal denaturation studies that
indicate a higher thermal stability for the K+-bound quadruplex
as compared to that for the Na+-bound form.50 It is interesting
that the Na+-bound quadruplex melts at the lowest temperature
even though theJ couplings indicate that it has, in general, the
shortest N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond distances. This would seem to
indicate that the overall stability is determined by the cation
coordination, rather than H-bond length or strength. These results
are consistent with a previous thermodynamic analysis that
indicated that although Na+ has a more favorable intrinsic free
energy of binding, the K+-bound quadruplexes are more
thermally stable due to the greater energetic cost of Na+

dehydration versus K+.39

B. Temperature Dependence ofh2JN2N7. It is evident from
the temperature dependence in Figure 4 that the size of the
h2JN2N7 couplings decreases with increasing temperature for all
H-bonds. This corresponds to an average weakening of donor-
acceptor overlap at higher temperatures. Similar to the correla-
tion observed for the different types of bound cations, the
decrease inh2JN2N7 coincides with an increase of the acceptor
15N7 chemical shift resulting from the decrease in shielding for
longer H-bonds.18 Within experimental error, the decrease in
h2JN2N7 appears approximately linear. Differences are apparent
in the slopes of theh2JN2N7 couplings for individual H-bonds.

Figure 5 shows these slopes in the form of an average relative
decrease with temperature,∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7>, where
∆h2JN2N7/∆T was obtained from a linear fit to the data in Figure
4, and<h2JN2N7> represents the individual mean value. The
expression∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7> derives its justification from
the approximately exponential distance dependence of H-bond
J couplings, that is,h2JNN ≈ A × exp(-kR × rNN), wherekR

represents an exponential decay constant, which is approxi-
mately 2.3 Å-1, as derived by DFT calculations for Watson-
Crick and Hoogsteen base pairs.18 A similar kR value of 2.0
Å-1 has recently been derived by DFT calculations on Hoogs-
teen G-G base pairs in G-quartets.48 Thus, ∆h2JN2N7/∆T/

<h2JN2N7> ≈ dlnh2JN2N7/dT ) -kR × drNN/dT represents an
approximate measure of the linear expansion of the H-bond that
can be translated into a linear thermal expansion coefficient,
RL ) 1/rNN × drNN/dT ≈ 1/(-kR × rNN) × (∆h2JN2N7/∆T/
<h2JN2N7>).21

Clearly, the errors for∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7>, as derived by
error propagation (Figure 5), are considerable. However, certain
trends are apparent. The relative changes in∆h2JN2N7/∆T/
<h2JN2N7> for most H-bonds are smaller in absolute size than
1 × 10-3/K. Notable exceptions are the N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds
of base pair G4*-G1 (and symmetry-related G1-G4*) for all
cation-bound forms (∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7> ≈ -1.4 × 10-3/
K) and base pair G1-G9* (G1*-G9) for the K+-bound form
(-1.8 × 10-3/K). Therefore, these H-bonds in the quartets
appear as the most thermolabile in the molecule. A rationale
for the behavior of the G4*-G1 H-bond may be its location at
the 5′ strand end, which is apparently affected by fraying. In
accordance with this finding, the N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond of
G10*-G2, that is, the H-bond closest to the 5′ strand end in
the inner quartet, has the strongest relative decrease∆h2JN2N7/
∆T/<h2JN2N7> within the inner quartet (Figures 4 and 5). The
strong decrease ofh2JN2N7 for G1-G9* of the K+-bound form
is remarkable since the Na+- and NH4

+-bound forms show a
significantly lower decrease (Figures 4 and 5). Apparently, the
binding of potassium between the G-quartets and within the
T4-loop (Figure 1) destabilizes the N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond
between G1 and G9*.

A further general observation may be made from the absolute
size of ∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7> in the G-quadruplexes. The
temperature dependence ofh2JNN couplings has been investigated
before for Watson-Crick base pairs in short DNA duplexes20

and a 22-nucleotide RNA hairpin.23 For base pairs in regular
stem regions, the limited data of both studies are very similar
for Watson-Crick A‚U, A‚T, and G‚C base pairs and show a
relative decrease∆h2JNN/∆T/<h2JNN> of about-(2-3) × 10-3/
K, whereas a stronger decrease occurs for a Watson-Crick U‚
A base pair next to a noncanonical G‚U pair (≈ -6 × 10-3/
K).23 In the three cation-bound forms of the DNA quadruplexes,
the relative decreases∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7> for all N2-
H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds are significantly smaller than the reported
values for the nucleic acid duplexes (Figure 5), with the sole
exception of the fraying G1-G9* base pair in the K+-bound
form. Therefore, the temperature dependence ofh2JN2N7 indicates
a significantly higher stability of the N-H‚‚‚N H-bonds in the
DNA quadruplex as compared to that in the nucleic acid(50) Lu, M.; Guo, Q.; Kallenbach, N. R.Biochemistry1992, 31, 2455-2459.

Figure 5. ∆h2JN2N7/∆T/<h2JN2N7> values for each N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond
in the Na+ (blue), K+ (red), and NH4+ (green) Oxy-1.5 DNA quadruplexes.
∆h2JN2N7/∆T values were derived from a linear fit to the data in Figure 4,
and<h2JN2N7> represents the individual mean values. Errors for∆h2JN2N7/
∆T/<h2JN2N7> were obtained by error propagation.
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duplexes. This robustness to thermal expansion is not surprising
when one considers the constraints that are exerted onto the
DNA quadruplex structure by the cation coordination, the
extensive H-bond networks, steric restriction within the G-
quartets, and the stacking interactions.

Conclusion

A comparison of theh2JN2N7 couplings describing the N2-
H2‚‚‚N7 H-bond properties as a function of temperature has
been presented for the Na+, K+, and NH4

+ forms of the Oxy-
1.5 quadruplex. The variations inh2JN2N7 couplings between
DNA quadruplex species reflect structural differences in H-bond
geometries. The overall larger magnitude of theh2JN2N7 cou-
plings for the Na+ form is attributed to the different coordination
of the Na+ ions as compared to that of the K+/NH4

+ ions. The
Na+ ion, which is located in the center of the G-quartet planes,
holds the N2-H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds more tightly together than the
K+ or NH4

+ ions, which are positioned between the G-quartets.
The temperature dependence of theh2JN2N7 couplings indicates
a general expansion of the H-bonds at higher temperatures. For
the Na+-coordinated DNA quadruplex, spectral heterogeneity
above 35°C indicates a partial melting of the structure, whereas
the K+/NH4

+-bound structures remain intact up to 55°C. The
analysis of individual H-bondh2JN2N7 couplings reveals that N2-
H2‚‚‚N7 H-bonds at the 5′ strand end are the least thermostable
in all three cationic forms of the quadruplex. This reveals a
likely unfolding pathway common to all cationic forms of this
quadruplex. The decrease of allh2JN2N7 couplings with increasing
temperature is significantly smaller than comparable values in
nucleic acid duplexes. The cation coordination of the G-quartets
and the extensive H-bond networks of the G-quadruplex
structures rationalize this particular thermal stability.

Material and Methods

The uniformly 13C,15N-labeled d(G4T4G4) quadruplex was synthe-
sized as previously described.51 NMR experiments were carried out
on a Shigemi microcell sample of 270µL volume containing 1.1 mM

DNA quadruplex (2.2 mM oligomer) in either 50 mM NaCl, KCl, or
NH4Cl and 95% H2O/5% D2O at pH 6.55. To exchange the type of
monovalent ion present in the sample, the DNA sample was desalted
on a G25 column and passed over a Bio-Rad AG-50 cation exchange
column that had been charged with the chosen monovalent ion. All
NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker DRX-500 or DRX-600 NMR
spectrometers equipped with standard 5 mm triple-axis pulsed field
gradient1H/15N/13C probehead optimized for1H detection. NMR data
sets were processed using the program nmrPipe,52 and peak positions
and integrals were determined with the program PIPP.53 For determining
the hydrogen bond distances and angles, hydrogen atoms were added
to the sodium (PDB entry 1JB7) and potassium (PDB entry 1JPQ) Oxy-
1.5 crystal structures with the program XPLOR,54 using ideal covalent
geometry and a guanosine N2-H2 and N1-H1 distance of 1.03 Å.
The same value was used for the thymine N3-H3 distance.

h2JNN trans-H-Bond Scalar Couplings.The selective pulse quantita-
tive JNN constant-time spin-echo (CTSE) difference experiment
depicted in Figure 1 was used to measure theh2JNN trans-H-bond scalar
coupling constants. The quantitativeJNN CTSE spectra were recorded
at six temperatures (5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55°C) as data matrices of 54*
(t1) × 512* (t2) data points (wheren* refers to the number of complex
points) with acquisition times of 49 ms (t1) and 55 ms (t2). Depending
on temperature, total measuring time ranged from 1 to 8 h for a single
spectrum. To judge the experimental reproducibility, both inactive
(reference) and active coupling experiments were carried out at least
three times at every temperature, and the reported values forh2JNN

couplings and their errors refer to mean and standard deviations derived
from these independent measurements. Proton chemical shifts were
referenced relative to 3,3,3-trimethylsilyl propionic acid (TSP).15N
chemical shifts were referenced indirectly relative to the TSP1H
frequency.55
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